
SAFE WORK AT HEIGHT / LADDER ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Location: Date: 

Description of task: Height of task to be done?_______m   
(If proposed work is over 3m height, consider using other means of working at this height.) 

√ X If “X” state additional precautions needed Pre-work ladder safety checklist 
Is this job of short duration, low risk and suitable to be done from a ladder? 
Does the ladder belong to the U of L & is it appropriately tagged?                          
Is the ladder class marked on the ladder & suitable for what you intend to do? 
Is the ladder regularly inspected by a competent person & is it safe to use? 
Is the ladder in good condition, undamaged & not painted? 
Can the ladder be located near enough to the task to avoid overreaching? 
Is the ladder long enough to ensure 3 points of contact & avoid overreaching? 
Tools requiring 2 hands must not be used from a ladder. Do you need 2 hands?                                
Can you do the job without standing on the top 3 rungs? 
Can the ladder be placed on a dry, hard, flat, level surface to do the work?    
Can the ladder be used at the correct angle (1 unit out for each 4 units up)? 
Can the top of the ladder be rested against a firm, flat surface for stability?  
Can ladder be tied near the top to an object to reduce the chance of slippage?  
Has the ladder anti-slip feet in good condition & are the stiles dry & mud-free? 
Is the work area free of live electrical conductors, equipment & overhead lines? 
Can all tools be carried in a tool belt or passed up to you on the ladder?  
Is the ladder and work area safe from collision from passing vehicles? 
Is the public safe from being injured from your activities or falling equipment? 
If you are in a public area, have you erected barriers or warning signs? 
If using a step-ladder is it sturdy and stable when set up before use? 
Is there enough light for you to see clearly and do the job safely? 
Will your ladder and equipment be clear of escape routes in an emergency? 
Are arrangements in place for help in the event of an accident or emergency? 
Can you get the ladder to and from the work location safely? 
Will your escape in an emergency be unaffected during the job? 

Assessed by:  

DO NOT LEAVE THE LADDER UNATTENDED AT ANY TIME 

Is fall protection  being used when working above 3m?




